TRAINING ON CM DASHBOARD IN BOMDILA
BOMDILA: Two days training on CM Dashboard was conducted successfully in Bomdila for all the

departments. Day one started with a brief note on CM Dash board by Shri D.Riba, DPO, West
Kameng District, who was one of the master trainers. He highlighted the benefits of CM
Dashboard. Thereafter Er. P.K.Thungon, DIO gave PowerPoint presentation where he gave over
all presentation of CM dashboard. He detailed about all the KPIs and Data Values required for
CM Dashboard. He also informed all the HODs present in the training to be well aware of it; as
the Application software will be used by CMO and monitor the progress of the projects in the
district and also it will be monitored by Deputy commissioner as well. So, he asked everyone to
punctual in feeding the data in time so that the last minute hitch does not become bottleneck
in development of the district. Using the CM Dashboard the budget will be prepared and hence
everyone was advised to take extra care and advised to feed the actual data. He also advised
them not to manipulate with the data, as it may hamper the real execution of the work of the
department. He also informed the trainers that there is also offline version of the same and
hence the data can be filled offline and then can be uploaded online after thorough checking of
the KPIs.
After the PowerPoint presentation the departments were divided into batches for hands
on training in NIC, Bomdila, which lasted for two days. The hands on training was given under
the guidance of Er. P.K.Thungon, DIO, NIC and supported by Shri. Rinchin Thungon, District
Programme Manager, Department of Health and Family Welfare and Mr. Shyam Lama, DEO,
RMSA, DDSE Office, Bomdila who attended training at Civil Secretariat, Itanagar on 7 th May
2018 . One hour was allotted to each department and feedback was taken from everyone so
that the actual benefit of the training can be worked out. As per the feedback, some have asked
for more time, which will taken care in coming days and another training scheduled will be
worked out for those.
A total of 67 Officers and officials of all Departments attended the training programme.

